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Abstract This study aims to predict the  ESG (environmental, social, and governance) return volatility 
based on ESG index data from 26 October 2017 and 31 March 2023 in the case of India. In this 
study, we utilized GARCH (Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity) and LSTM 
(Long Short-Term Memory) models for forecasting the return of ESG volatility and to evaluate 
the model’s suitability for prediction. The study's findings demonstrate the GARCH effect inside 
the ESG return volatility data, indicating the occurrence of volatility in response to market fluctu-
ations. This study provides insight concerning the suitability of models for volatility predictions. 
Moreover, based on the analysis of the return volatility of the ESG index, the GARCH model is 
more appropriate than the LSTM model. 
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cally developed to assess the level of exposure exhibited 

by securities that align with sustainable investment crite-

ria for analysis. This study uses the GARCH (Generalized 

Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity) and LSTM 

(Long Short-Term Memory) models for the prediction of 

return ESG Volatility and evaluates the model's applica-

bility for prediction.  Both models are employed on the 

notion that one may use past data to make accurate 

forecasts. We have used BSE’S ESG Index data from Octo-

ber 26, 2017 to March 31, 2023. The duration for the 

data has been chosen for its (data) availability. This study 

makes several contributions to the existing body of litera-

ture. Firstly, the study’s findings imply that the GARCH 

effect is present in the data for the ESG index, which fur-

ther indicates that fluctuations in market volatility re-

spond to changes in market conditions. Furthermore, we 

employed the RNN technique for our machine-learning 

models. Our analysis revealed that the GARCH (1,1) re-

gression model was the most effective in predicting vola-

tility. Based on the comparison of predicted values, the 

analysis shows that the GARCH model's predictions close-

ly match the actual values. Our findings are novel and 

credible since we compared the two models we used.  

This paper has been structured into different sec-

tions beginning with an introduction, the remaining por-

tion includes the following, section two investigates the 

relevant literature on the research topic, section three 

provides a discussion of the method selected for the 

study. Results and subsequent discussion are described 

in section four, followed by the conclusion in section five. 
 

ESG (Environmental, Social, and Governance), com-

prises elements linked to the “environment”, “social re-

sponsibility”, and “governance” and encompasses the 

non-financial aspects of a company's performance (Yu 

& Xiao, 2022). Moreover, ESG's core tenet entails the 

recognition and measurement of aspects by corporations 

that demonstrate social responsibility, prioritize environ-

mental sustainability, and maintain robust governance 

practices (Dalal & Thaker, 2019). Investor interest has 

increased in the incorporation of ESG factors within in-

vestment decision-making (Gangi et al., 2022). 

Trade-off theory implies that corporations expect to 

make profits and maximize wealth, whereas legitimacy 

theories value ESG investments and disclosures as a way 

to make a profit (Behl et al., 2021). The global financial 

crisis raised business ethics, risk management, responsi-

bility, and strategic stakeholder management concerns. 

This drew shareholder attention to ESG issues of the 

firms involved (Sultana et al., 2018). The availability of 

ESG information has increased and investors expect 

greater ESG disclosures (Espahbodi et al., 2019), notably 

The inherent uncertainty of the financial market is 
among the most significant characteristics within this 
sector. A significant association exists between the lev-
el of risk associated with the underlying assets, and 
market volatility which can further serve as a valuable 
indicator for assessing both (Lim & Sek, 2013). Inves-
tors take on perilous risks due to the unpredictability of 
their holdings, making market volatility crucial (Bata 
& Molnár, 2018). A security's price is more likely to 
fluctuate widely if its volatility is high, while it may vary 
more slowly if its volatility is low (Nijs, 2013). As a re-
sult, investors’ actions are influenced by volatility be-
cause of its connection to the uncertainty of the finan-
cial market (Dixit & Agrawal, 2019). Investors and 
scholars are usually inquisitive about which securities 
did well and how they could be protected from loss in 
the stock market. Investors evaluate a firm's financial 
and non-financial data to understand the processes 
through which the company makes profits for its stake-
holders. Further, this evaluation facilitates more in-
formed choices about investments in the stock market. 

Although market uncertainty is a significant factor 
in making investment decisions, picking the right stocks 
remains paramount. Notably, Kaiser & Welters (2019) 
found that the practical application of ESG aspects is 
a critical part of ESG investments for momentum inves-
tors; by embracing ESG, they may lower portfolio risk. 
Given this newfound importance, researchers and pro-
fessionals in the financial sector have increasingly fo-
cused on quantifying volatility (Bhowmik & Wang, 
2020). Although several studies have been undertaken 
pertaining to forecasting volatility of the stock market 
(Alberg et al., 2008; Lin, 2018; Su et al., 2019; Fang et 
al., 2020; Salisu & Gupta, 2021), there has been rela-
tively little work done on modelling volatility concern-
ing ESG indices. For instance, Sabbaghi (2022) investi-
gated the consequence of the news on the market vol-
atility of ESG enterprises and discovered that bad news 
had a more profound effect on volatility than good 
news. The effective handling of ESG issues by a firm is 
commonly associated with positive outcomes in key 
performance indicators such as return on equity (ROE), 
return on assets (ROA), and share price (Whelan et al., 
2022).  

Therefore, we attempt to determine whether ESG 
stocks are characterized by a high degree of volatility, 
to enable all stakeholders to make informed decisions 
regarding the appropriate course of action to take 
when such stocks are included in their portfolios. The 
objective of this study is to evaluate the return volatili-
ty of the ESG index, with the purpose of investigating 
the existence and predictability of volatility within this 
sector. We have used the ESG index of the Bombay 
Stock Exchange (BSE) in India, which has been specifi-



 

in learning complex temporal patterns from time-series 
data, and as data volume expands, the model can learn 
the features to predict realized volatility, improving 
prediction accuracy. Similarly, Koo and Kim (2022) sug-
gested a model that blends LSTM and GARCH networks 
to forecast market volatility and mitigate the volatility 
distribution's extreme bias. Since the semi-strong form 
of market efficiency and high noise make it challenging 
to predict financial time series, the LSTM network can 
get useful details out of noisy data (Zhou et al., 2018). 
Notably, because ESG features are prevalent in finan-
cial markets, researchers investigate the link con-
necting ESG characteristics to firm financial perfor-
mance; nevertheless, investors' responses to infor-
mation concerning ESG are less clear (Chen & Yang, 
2020). However, the studies have explored the volatili-
ty of stock prices and stock indexes using GARCH and 
a deep learning model on ESG volatility, specifically 
with respect to an Indian perspective, has been little 
explored. Therefore, we propose a model to evaluate 
ESG volatility based on BSE’s ESG index using deep 
learning methods (LSTM) and GARCH. 
 

This paper is based on daily data of ESG between 
26th October 2017 and 31 March 2023. In total, we 
have 1347 observations. The data was collected from 
the www.bseindia.com website. We have used the log-
arithm of ESG (LESG) then we calculated the return of 
LESG (Ratio of the LESG at present period and one peri-
od lag of LESG multiplied by 100). In the next step, we 
have taken the volatility of return LESG (RVLESG) by 
using GARCH (1,1) model.  The reason for measuring 
the return volatility of ESG is to predict it by using two 
methods using GARCH (1, 1) and the long short-term 
memory (LSTM) framework so that our results are ro-
bust and reliable. More specifically, we have the choice 
between machine learning and traditional regression 
models. The prima facie reason is the observed better 
performance of machine learning models regarding 
accuracy, precision, and recall compared to traditional 
regression models. The regression models require 
a priori specification of the functional form and varia-
bles included. Unless specified, regression models as-
sume linear relationships. In this respect, the machine 
learning models are more flexible as they do not re-
quire any prior model specification. They can automati-
cally detect complex linear and non-linear patterns to 
make predictions. Machine learning models also over-
come the assumptions embedded in the regression 
models. Specifically, if the error terms are heteroske-
dastic and autocorrelated, then certain adjustments 
are required in the case of regression but the machine 
learning models are less sensitive to error structures 
and focus more on prediction accuracy. In the next 
step, we conducted the LSTM, a Recurrent Neural Net-
work (RNN) type, and the GARCH model.  

Li et al. (2018) found a positive association between the 

level of disclosure of ESG factors and the value of 

a firm. Investors worldwide are increasingly interested 

in the potential link connecting a company's ESG ac-

complishment, governance strength, and stock returns 

(Khan, 2019). According to Khalil & Nimmanunta 

(2021), investors now identify ESG measures as key 

considerations in managing risks, valuation, and adher-

ence to legal requirements by companies. ESG factors 

have caught the attention of investors for two main 

reasons: ethical investment practices and managed 

portfolio performance (Broadstock et al., 2021).  The 

importance of ESG stocks in an investor's portfolio is 

indisputable, owing to several factors, including risk, 

valuation, and portfolio performance. Moreover, ESG 

investment during situations of economic uncertainty is 

important since it represents an avenue for invest-

ments that are safer and carry less risk (Mousa et al., 

2021). These studies indicate that the ESG factors, in-

cluding disclosure, management, and performance, are 

vital for investors when selecting portfolio stocks. How-

ever, the area of ESG research is in a nascent stage; for 

example, ESG as a field of study is still in its early stag-

es, owing to improved disclosure and availability of 

information (Zhou & Zhou, 2021). In addition, the re-

view has enabled us to posit that investor interest in 

ESG companies is on the rise. Because of this, it is use-

ful to investigate the volatility of the ESG index to dis-

cover more about the performance of these stocks 

over time. Significantly, Moalla and Dammak (2023) 

suggested that while investors consider ESG practices 

when investing, businesses should adopt a proactive 

standpoint to ESG to develop an ESG reputation and 

keep stock prices stable.  

Several studies have utilized the time series model 

in forecasting the uncertainty of returns. Yong et al. 

(2021), investigated stock market return volatility in 

Malaysia and Singapore. Endri et al. (2021) explored 

stock price volatility in Indonesia during the pandemic 

using GARCH models. These models are developed to 

explain the variability patterns of time series data and 

are extremely effective at characterizing the volatility 

of financial data (Lin, 2018). Furthermore, advanced 

technology like artificial intelligence and deep learning 

procedures that have been widely utilized in wide do-

mains have fewer constraints and superior feature ex-

traction than conventional econometric models (Lin et 

al., 2022). Similarly, neural networks enhance error 

indicators of the best GARCH forecasts and further im-

prove the projections and, thus the significance of the 

results (Kristjanpoller & Hernández, 2017). Moreover, 

Kim & Won (2018) utilized a hybrid model integrating 

LSTM (long short-term memory) and multiple GARCH 

and found that the former demonstrates competencies 



 

a role in determining the proportion of long-term 
memory that is to be retained. The next stage is com-
prised of two blocks. The block situated on the right 
side of the diagram integrates the short-term memory 
and the input in order to generate the potential for 
long-term memory formation. The left block is respon-
sible for determining the proportion of possible long-
term memory that ought to be retained. This retained 
information is then added to the long-term memory 
that is exiting the forget gate. Consequently, the aggre-
gate of memory that passes through the forget gate 
and the input gate becomes the newly formed long-
term memory. Since the second stage updates the ex-
isting long-term memory, it is usually called the input 
gate. The final stage also consists of two blocks. The 
one situated on the right side generates a novel poten-
tial short-term memory by utilizing the recently ac-
quired long-term memory. Conversely, the block situat-
ed on the left side determines the proportion of the 
potential short-term memory that will be retained. The 
output produced by the third stage is the new short-
term memory, and since this stage represents the final 
output generated by the complete unit network, it is 
referred to as the output gate.  At all three gates, the 
RNN uses an activation function to generate output. In 
simple words, the activation function is a mathematical 
function that converts x-axis coordinates into y-axis 
coordinates. Traditional LSTM uses sigmoid and tanh 
activation functions as gating functions and output 
functions respectively. Efforts have been made to 
search for novel activation functions which can replace 
the sigmoid and tanh activation functions to give more 
accurate results. One such example is the Combined 
hyperbolic sine function (y = sinh(x) + sinh-1(x)), which 
was explored using a differential evolution algorithm 
(DEA).  

The basic RNN uses a single path for short-term 
and long-term memories, which is why the vanishing/
exploding gradient occurs. If the gradient explodes, the 
predicted value is highly over-estimated, and if the gra-
dient vanishes, then the predicted value is highly under
-estimated. Hence it is tough to train the basic RNN to 
learn long-range dependencies. LSTM is different from 
basic RNN in the sense that it uses two different feed-
back loop connections for long and short-term memo-
ries to make predictions of future values. Compared to 
traditional RNN, the unit structure of LSTM is much 
more complicated as shown in Figure 1.   

Figure 4 shows the unroll of unit LSTM to predict 
the value for variable Y in period t + 1 using its values 
from periods t, t - 1, and t - 2. The input at the first unit 
of LSTM is Yt - 2. The forget gate updates the initial long
-term memory to generate the new long-term memory, 
which in turn acts as the initial long-term memory for 
the second unit. Similarly, the input and output gate 

LSTM was devised to address the “exploding” and 
“vanishing” gradient concerns in the original RNN (Yu 
& Li, 2018) This is required since ESG volatility data 
includes long-term dependencies in the historical data. 
The RNN predicts future values by sequentially un-
rolling a unit network over past values using weights, 
biases, and feedback loop connections. It solves the 
vanishing gradient problem and has several other desir-
able qualities, which is why it was chosen for this study. 
For example, an LSTM network can account for tem-
poral changes across time by keeping its state constant 
from iteration to iteration. Capturing temporal varia-
tions is essential for predicting future values for time 
series data. LSTM also accepts non-linear relationships, 
common in financial data, such as ESG volatility. To 
address non-linearity in time series data, LSTM employs 
non-linear activation functions such as tangent, sig-
moid, hyperbolic, etc. Because of the variability in the 
factors influencing it, ESG data may suffer from variable 
length input sequences. As a result, LSTM is advanta-
geous for another reason: it can accommodate variable 
length input. Aside from such technical reasons, we 
chose LSTM because of its proven accuracy in pre-
dicting factors in the financial market. And since ESG is 
a closely connected topic, we also want to assess 
LSTM’s effectiveness in this case. The literature review 
also does not provide research that forecasts ESG vola-
tility explicitly using the LSTM network model. The 
quality of prediction from LSTM is affected by data pre-
processing, network architecture, and hyperparameter 
tuning. Tuning hyperparameters alone requires multi-
ple combinations (theoretically, there can be infinite 
combinations); therefore, including all of them is be-
yond the scope of this study. As a result, the objective 
of this piece is not to be exhaustive but rather to estab-
lish a foundation for identifying the most effective ap-
proach to forecasting ESG volatility. We will predict the 
return ESG volatility over the test data set using the 
LSTM and the GARCH model and judge the accuracy 
based on the root mean square value. Below we have 
depicted the working of the LSTM model. 

The elongated green line situated at the uppermost 
part of the unit is referred to as the "cell state" and 
indicates “long-term memory”. Contrary to basic RNN, 
no weights and biases can directly modify the long-
term memory in LSTM and thus avoid gradient vanish-
ing/explosion. The pink line is referred to as the 
“hidden state”, and it is carrying “short-term memory” 
across the unrolled units in the series. However, the 
hidden state is directly connected to weights and bias-
es; hence, the short-term memories can be modified 
directly. Long and short-term memory interacts in 
three stages to generate predictions, these three stag-
es include “Forget gate”, “Input gate”, and “Output 
gate”. The forget gate is a crucial component that plays 



 

and the third unit. The output generated out of the 
third unit is the predicted value for period t + 1. 

generates the new short-term memory, which in turn 
acts as the initial short-term memory for the second 
unit. The same process is repeated in the second unit 

Figure 1: Unroll of unit LSTM 

ness. ESG has a skewness of 0.38, whereas Return Vola-
tility has a skewness of 7.46. Both ESG and Return Vola-
tility have kurtosis values far from that of normal distri-
bution. The skewness and kurtosis values suggest that 
none of the variables are normally distributed. And this 
is the reason why we have used the GARCH regression 
model to predict the Return Volatility. In the next 
stage, we have presented the results of the GARCH 
model in Table 2. The results from Table 2 show the 
output from LSTM, using different combinations of hy-
per-parameters.  

We predict the return volatility of LESG using two 
techniques: regression and machine learning. We em-
ploy GARCH methodology in regression, and in machine 
learning, we have used RNN’s LSTM model. In the initial 
step, we provided the descriptive statistics, and the 
results are presented in Table 1. The result shows that 
the RVLESG index has very high variance compared to 
its transformation i.e. LESG, Return, and Return Volatili-
ty. However, the transformed variable like Return Vola-
tility is highly asymmetrical as measured by the skew-

Source: Author’s own work. 

Table 1: Descriptive statistics 

Variable Obs Mean Std. dev. Min Max Skewness Kurtosis 

ESG 1,347 218.672200 54.488320 119.630000 315.840000 0.38 1.50 

LESG 1,347 2.326597 0.106496 2.077840 2.499467 0.24 1.51 

Return 1,346 0.018420 0.524037 -5.910230 3.598482 -1.44 22.04 

RVLESG 1,345 0.268383 0.535019 0.071007 6.701008 7.46 66.83 
Notes: 
ESG is 'Environment social and governance' index. 
LESG is Natural logarithm of ESG. 
RVLESG is the volatility of Return. 

Source: Author’s own work. 

had stabilized the mean equation, we conducted the 
GARCH model. The equation for the GARCH (1,1) vari-
ance model indicates a constant value of 0.00646. The 
ARCH coefficient of 0.108, which represents the volatili-
ty response to market movements, indicates a good 
correlation between market movement and volatility. 
The coefficient GARCH of 0.865 shows more intensive 
variance. 

 

The results in Table 2 suggest that one percentage 
change of one period lag in return volatility of LESG 
significantly influences the present period of return 
volatility of LESG at about 0.05 percentage level. It im-
plies that the previous period's change positively re-
sponds to the current period. We have checked all oth-
er residual diagnostic tests such as correlogram, heter-
oscedasticity, and autocorrelation test. It satisfies all 
the properties of a classical regression model. Once we 



 

error term from the AR(1) equation and RVLESGt-1 is the 
first lag of the dependent variable. The error term is 
estimated using the AR(1) estimates from Table 1. The 
AR(1) equation is: 

(2) 

The estimated GARCH equation is: 

(1) 

Where RVLESG is the predicted value of the de-
pendent variable, ut-1 is displaying the first lag of the 

( )
2

1

1 

0.00646 0.107961*

0.864839*

t

t

RVLESG u

RVLESG

−

−

= +

+

10.033015 0.56237*t tReturn Return −= +

Table 2: Estimated coefficient for RVLESG using GARCH 

Mean Equation 

Variables Coefficient p-value 

C 0.033015 0.0037 

AR(1) 0.056237 0.0568 

Variance Equation 

C 0.006460 0.0002 

Resid(-1)^2 0.107961 0.0000 

GARCH(-1) 0.864839 0.0000 

R-squared -0.007760  

Adjusted R-squared -0.008510  

S.E. of regression 0.526450  

Akaike info criterion 1.131637  

Schwarz criterion 1.150983  

Hannan-Quinn criterion 1.138883  

Source: Author’s own work. 

Table 3: RMSE for the different combinations of hyperparameters in LSTM  

 Activation function 

epochs ReLU Default 

10 0.0280 0.098 

20 0.0230 11.370 

30 0.2190 0.385 

40 0.0316 0.040 

50 0.4520 0.106 

60 0.0980 0.141 

Source: Author’s own work. 

ing the LSTM model and differ only in terms of the type 
of activation function. In Figures 3 to 8 ReLU activation 
function is used whereas in Figures 9 to 14 the default 
activation function is used. The values from the LSTM 
vary widely from the actual values in the test set 
whereas, on the other hand, the GARCH predicted val-
ues move very close to the actual observed values. So, 
for variables like volatility, where the dependency can’t 
be traced back to a very long past, we should refrain 
from using LSTM and instead apply the appropriate 
traditional regression models.  

The aforementioned results are obviously at odds 
with those discovered in the related field of financial 
markets. This investigation will need to be more com-
prehensive, as was previously stated. Only a small sub-
set of possible parameter tuning combinations has 
been investigated. Since ESG has such profound practi-

Using equation 2, we estimate the predicted values 
for Return, and then using equation 3, we calculate the 
value for the error term ut which is equal to the actual 
return minus the estimated return.  

(3) 

Further, using equation 3 we calculate the square 
of the error term, whose first lag is to be used as the 
independent variable in the GARCH equation. Based on 
the RMSE criterion, we should choose the GARCH mod-
el over the LSTM models for predicting volatility. The 
RMSE of GARCH is equal to 0.011355, which is much 
less than the RMSE of all the LSTM variants shown in 
Table 2. In Figures 2 to 14 (Appendix) the predicted 
values of RVLESG volatility from both models are com-
pared with the actual values in the test set of the data. 
Predicted values in Figures 3 to 14 were estimated us-

 t tU actual return Return= −



 

to those from regression and found that the latter pro-

duced more reliable outcomes. In this study, we used 

the RNN technique for our machine-learning models 
and the GARCH (1,1) model, which exhibited the high-

est efficacy as a regression model. RNNs are character-

ized by their various configuration options. Parameters 

were adjusted in several iterations. Furthermore, this 
study offers the following significant contributions to 

the current body of literature. First, an assessment was 

made to determine the appropriateness of the model 

for forecasting volatility utilizing the ESG index data 
procured from the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE). Pre-

vious research has indicated that the utilization of ma-

chine learning methodologies, particularly long-short-

term memory (LSTM), has the potential to improve the 
accuracy of outcomes. However, different results have 

been observed. Considering this, we recommend it 

should not be used for shorter periods of time. Second, 

the applicability of the GARCH (1,1) model is consid-
ered to be best-suitable for predicting volatility in this 

connection. The fact that the GARCH model can be ap-

plied for shorter time periods was emphasized, as 

shown by the analysis. This finding was supported by 
the evidence. Considering this, we recommend using 

appropriate classical regression models rather than 

LSTM for the purpose of predicting volatility. Finally, 

the findings of the GARCH (1,1) model indicate the ex-

istence of an ARCH effect in the dataset. Consequently, 
the response of volatility to market fluctuations exhib-

its positive reactions with the intensity of market 

movements. Additionally, the study reveals that a one 

per cent change in the lagged return volatility of ESG 
significantly impacts the current period of return vola-

tility of ESG, with a magnitude of approximately 0.05 

percentage level. 

This study offers implications for investors, policy-
makers and researchers concerning the presence of 

volatility in ESG investing particularly in shares. The 

findings of this study can be used by investors making 

investment decisions in selecting ESG or other stocks in 
their portfolios. The present study exclusively relies on 

data from the ESG index, skipping the assessment of 

additional criteria like expenditure, disclosure, behav-

ioral aspects, and other microeconomic factors. Fur-
thermore, the study provides a preliminary investiga-

tion and does not incorporate additional methodolo-

gies in machine learning. Consequently, this composi-

tion enables scholars to explore diverse methodologies 
and environments. The formulation of such methodolo-

gies would assist policymakers in cultivating an environ-

ment where economic actors perceive ESG not solely as 

a regulatory impediment but as a tactical tool capable 

of producing benefits for them.  

cal ramifications, we defer to future research in deter-
mining which alternative combinations of parameters 
yield the most accurate prognostic model. The practical 
implication of predicting return ESG volatility can be 
understood with the help of two examples stated be-
low. 

ESG return volatility can indicate the shift in the 
company’s environmental profile and signal potential 
future risk. Take the case of BP’s water Deepwater 
Horizon oil spill (Pallardy, 2023). This catastrophic 
event (2010) implied environmental risk management 
failure. The intensity of the failure can be seen from the 
fact that approximately 65 billion dollars were spent for 
cleanup and settlement purposes. The reputational 
damage was such that the company lost 50% of its 
share price value within a few months of the incident. 
This implies that investors lost 50% of their money in 
BP Deepwater horizon stocks/shares. Here, tracking the 
ESG volatility or the ESG itself could have helped inves-
tors anticipate the environmental risks, potentially 
helping them mitigate some of their financial losses.  

Accurately predicting ESG volatility can guide com-
panies in strategic planning to gain a competitive ad-
vantage over their competitors and peers in the light of 
constantly evolving regulations, societal expectations, 
and environmental constraints. As a real-world exam-
ple, take the case of Orsted (Scott, 2021), a Danish en-
ergy company that once was a coal-intensive public 
utility company. This company strategically went under 
radical transformation to become the world’s most 
sustainable energy company (Corporate Knights’ 2020 
Global 100 index). The strategic planning was in antici-
pation of stricter environmental regulation and increas-
ing biasedness of public sentiments towards renewable 
energy.  

The foregoing two real-world examples emphasize 
the significance of precise ESG volatility forecasting. We 
observe that LSTM, which showed promise in the finan-
cial market domain, may be different from the silver 
bullet in the related domain. This article may be consid-
ered the first mile on the road to search for more so-
phisticated models with better predictive power.  

 

A policy paradigm change towards ESG is vital in 
light of the current environmental crisis and the perva-
sive social and economic disparities in the Indian econ-
omy. This change is not just about doing the right thing 
ethically. It's also an essential aspect of sound financial 
strategy that can lead to more opportunities and less 
long-term danger. The future can be made more secure 
through ESG-focused investing. Therefore, it is essential 
to determine ESG and ESG return volatility values and 
methods that help attract global investment to India. In 
this study, we compared results from machine learning 
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Figure 2: Comparing predicted values with the actual values over the test set of data* 

* The testing data set ranges from 5th January 2023 to 31st March 2023 (frequency = daily)  
Source: Author’s own work. 

Figure 3: Comparing the predicted values generated from LSTM using default activation function                                         

at epoch level 10 with the actual values over the test set of data  

Source: Author’s own calculations. 



 

Figure 4: Comparing the predicted values generated from LSTM using default activation function                                         

at epoch level 20 with the actual values over the test set of data  

Figure 5: Comparing the predicted values generated from LSTM using default activation function                                         

at epoch level 30 with the actual values over the test set of data  

Source: Author’s own calculations. 

Source: Author’s own calculations. 



 

Figure 6: Comparing the predicted values generated from LSTM using default activation function                                         

at epoch level 40 with the actual values over the test set of data  

Source: Author’s own calculations. 

Figure 7: Comparing the predicted values generated from LSTM using default activation function                                         

at epoch level 50 with the actual values over the test set of data  

Source: Author’s own calculations. 



 

Figure 8: Comparing the predicted values generated from LSTM using default activation function                                         

at epoch level 60 with the actual values over the test set of data  

Source: Author’s own calculations. 

Figure 9: Comparing the predicted values generated from LSTM using ReLU activation function                                          

at epoch level 10 with the actual values over the test set of data  

Source: Author’s own calculations. 



 

Figure 10: Comparing the predicted values generated from LSTM using ReLU activation function                                          

at epoch level 20 with the actual values over the test set of data  

Source: Author’s own calculations. 

Figure 11: Comparing the predicted values generated from LSTM using ReLU activation function                                          

at epoch level 30 with the actual values over the test set of data  

Source: Author’s own calculations. 



 

Figure 12: Comparing the predicted values generated from LSTM using ReLU activation function                                          

at epoch level 40 with the actual values over the test set of data  

Source: Author’s own calculations. 

Figure 13: Comparing the predicted values generated from LSTM using ReLU activation function                                          

at epoch level 50 with the actual values over the test set of data  

Source: Author’s own calculations. 



 

Figure 14: Comparing the predicted values generated from LSTM using ReLU activation function                                          

at epoch level 60 with the actual values over the test set of data  

Source: Author’s own calculations. 


